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Welcome from the Board of Care Plus Group
Care Plus Group has now been in operation as a Social Enterprise and Employee Owned
Community Benefit Society since 1st July 2011. We are a diverse mix of services and
people, focused on providing good quality care in partnership with our patients and
service users. Following previous year on year increases in activity our services have
been even more in demand than ever over the past year. People are living longer
but this often means that they also have to cope with one or in many cases several
long term health issues including conditions such as dementia, placing ever increasing
demands on care services.
The past year has seen a strong emphasis on partnership working in order to rise to these
challenges, and to change and adapt in order to respond in the best way to people’s
needs. A key development has been that of the North East Lincolnshire Accountable Care
Partnership. Our Chief Executive has been involved in helping to lead this development
which concerns local organisations working together more effectively.
We are pleased to report that we have seen an expansion to our business over the
past year. Quayside Primary Care Centre became part of Care Plus Group in August
2016. This extended the service provided by Open Door, our existing GP Surgery
and between them they now comprise “Care Plus Group Primary Care Ltd”. We also
acquired Linwood House – a specialist residential detoxification and rehabilitation unit
based in Barnsley in April 2016. In addition our new Community Cardiology service
went live in September 2016 and this has quickly established itself locally as providing
high quality patient centred and quickly accessible care and which we hope to expand
further. Existing services have also seen an expansion in some instances, for example
our IT service has increased the number and geographical spread of organisations that
they provide a service for and this is continuing to grow in 2017/18.

We actively promote innovation across our organisation. We have worked hard to
develop a culture which empowers staff and enables them to innovate and take
responsibility for what they do whilst also providing support for when things do
not go quite as we had intended. Our Innovation and Change fund supports the
implementation of ideas that staff have to make a difference to people’s lives.
We have had a number of things to celebrate this year. We have won a number of
awards again and were particularly pleased when our Employability service made us
the first organisation in the country to be awarded the Fair Train Gold Standard as part
of the Fair Train and Health Education England Partnership.
We achieved revalidation of our ISO 9001 Quality Management accreditation to the
new 2015 standard and as part of this expanded the number of services within this
international quality scheme. We also held our first conference in July 2016 ‘Delivering
Outstanding Care in an Age of Austerity’ which was a great success, with the keynote
speaker of Norman Lamb MP and attended by over 120 people. We also had a
wonderful celebration in May 2017 when our Collaboratives service celebrated their
10 year anniversary.
We hope that you find our annual report for 2016-17 to be an easy and interesting
read and that it provides you with an insight into our key achievements and activities
over the past year. Also, if you have any comments you would like to make after having
read it, please let us know!

Central to everything we do is the culture of our organisation - our committed and skilled
staff and our 200 volunteers who work alongside our staff to deliver our services. People
who use our services tell us that we are providing a good service for them, reflected in
their experience of our care – customer satisfaction was 96.30% at 31/3/17.
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Highlights of the Year
Our first conference
‘Delivering Outstanding Care in an Age of Austerity’
Care Plus Group’s first ever conference, ‘Delivering Outstanding Care in an Age of
Austerity’, took place on 21st July 2016.
We were honoured to have Keynote speaker Rt Hon Norman Lamb MP
in attendance who gave a passionate and thought provoking speech and
congratulated Intermediate Care at Home on their Outstanding Care Quality
Commission (CQC) rating saying “you enable people to give of their very best”.
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9.30 - 14.30
Humber Royal
Hotel
Grimsby

KEYNOTE SPEAKE

Leader of the Council Ray Oxby, also told the audience “partnership working in
this borough is something we should all feel proud of”.
Interesting workshops were led by Care Plus Group Staff on ‘How to achieve
a Care Quality Commission (CQC) Rating of Outstanding’, ‘Successful
Implementation of Mobile Working in Community Nursing’ and ‘Putting the
Community at the Heart of Service Delivery’.
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Linwood House

ISO 9001 Quality Management System Revalidation

We purchased Linwood House, a specialist residential Detoxification and Rehabilitation
unit based in Barnsley in April 2016. Linwood is a business which is well established
with a positive reputation and serves both private and public sector placements.

ISO 9001:2015 is the internationally recognised Quality Management System (QMS)
standard achieved by Care Plus Group.

This purchase has enabled the diversification of Care Plus Group. Our base as Care
Plus Group will always continue to be North East Lincolnshire but this is a positive
step to broaden what we do and use it to strengthen our operations in North East
Lincolnshire.
Since the purchase we have started an extensive programme of renovation
throughout the property and also implemented a marketing campaign including a
new website, marketing materials, pay-per-click online marketing and a rebrand with
new logo.
Working with the Linwood Team our Business Unit has also been successful in
winning contracts to provide services to Manchester and Tameside.

2016/17 was another successful year for Care Plus Group and ISO 9001 as it not only
saw an extension to scope for one of our largest services but also the move from the
2008 standard to new 2015 standard.   
In August 2016 our external review encompassed an extension to scope to include
Community Nursing under the ISO umbrella. Our assessor was very impressed with
our Community Nursing teams and had no hesitation in validating them against the
ISO standards.
The change in standard represents even further evidence of a successful Quality
Management System and powerful business improvement tool that is embedded in
the culture of Care Plus Group and the services it provides. Care Quality Commission
(CQC) recognised our use of ISO as an example of outstanding practice during the
inspection of our Headquarters in December 2016.

Leading care in the heart of our community
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Community Cardiology

IT Services Expansion

In November 2016, we launched a new Community Cardiology Service to deliver
front line cardiology outpatient services to appropriate patients with a particular
emphasis on heart failure, atrial fibrillation and open access echocardiography
(cardiac ultrasound).

Care Plus Group’s IT service continues to expand at a steady rate, taking on new
contracts with Lindsey Lodge Hospice, 360 Care, North East Lincolnshire Council
(Children’s Services and Public Health) and an exciting new initiative with North
Lincolnshire and North East Lincolnshire Clinical Commissioning Groups to transform
clinical access in care homes within the region.

The service, for patients with heart problems that would previously have been
seen in hospital, aims to be more responsive with greater continuity of care for the
patients whilst also being delivered in convenient community locations. The team
also act as a resource to primary care generally and will deliver educational support
to practices.
The response from both patients and GP practices has been very positive with
reduced access times and improved customer satisfaction.
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Throughout the year we have continued to receive excellent feedback from all of our
users, particularly in our handling of the recent high profile cyber-attacks (May 2017),
where all our supported users were unaffected due to the high security standards
that we implement throughout our service. We are confident that the service’s
excellent reputation will stand us in good stead for continued expansion.
Care Plus Group’s IT Service now support nearly 2000 users and 1500 devices.
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Collaboratives Celebrate 10 Year Anniversary

Hope Street Update

The Health and Wellbeing Collaboratives were ‘born’ 10 years ago in early 2007,
so this year as well as creating a calendar with a 10 year theme, they also held a
wonderful celebration event in May 2017 to mark the occasion.

Now in its twelfth year, the Hope Specialist Falls and Respiratory Service is even
more in demand than ever. Commissioned to provide 200 places a year on our
Falls Rehabilitation programme, we receive 70-80 referrals per month, whilst our
Pulmonary Rehabilitation programme offers 320 places per year, with us receiving
around 40 referrals per month.

Initially, it was to be just a one year funded project focusing on two themes: Older
People’s Health & Wellbeing and Early Presentation of Cancer Symptoms. The two
project managers were Martin Wakefield and Julie Grimmer – they had no staff and
recruited about 40 volunteers in 8 teams focusing on ward neighbourhoods.
During their first year, Julie and Martin were heavily supported by Linda Henry and
Adrian Smith from Unique Improvements who brought their expertise of community
engagement to the project and were able to join the celebration event. We were
lucky when Care Plus Group was formed in 2011 to be able to incorporate the
collaboratives into the organisation and carry on this excellent work.
Due to the success of that first year, the project has now become an extensive
programme, and 10 years later, they have a fantastic team of 87 community
team members, spread throughout North East Lincolnshire and the Collaborative
programme has spread to encompass a wide
range of Health and Wellbeing issues. Martin
and Julie are now wonderfully supported by a
staff team of Rachel, Andrea, Margaret, Kerry
and Lisa – without whom they’d be lost!
It has been a fantastic journey with some
notable successes along the way and at the
celebration event it was a pleasure to be able to
recognise a number of volunteers who had been
with the programme since the very beginning.
Volunteers play an important role in Care Plus
Group and it was nice to see these individuals
who have given up their time so freely over the
past 10 years be recognised.
Thank you to: Jan Wilson, Gordon Smith, Joan
Gooseman, Mary Taylor, Eileen and Bob Clark,
Mary Wheatley, Pat Smith, Sue Mitchell, Gladys
Hindle, Margaret Pykett, Norman and Pat
Wilsea, Beryl Watson.

Inevitably we have waiting lists, but as a service we are constantly trying to adapt
and innovate to meet the growing demand. For example, our Fallstop programme,
which grew out of a dragon’s den-style staff training day, provides early intervention
and education to reduce the risk of falls whilst patients are waiting to access the
Falls Rehab programme. Meanwhile our Falls Prevention team’s work in training
staff in residential homes to recognize the factors that increase the chances of their
residents falling has had a huge impact.
Our fast track Pulmonary Rehabilitation programme, where we see patients
discharged from hospital following an exacerbation of Chronic Obstructive
Pulmonary Disease within two working days, continues to demonstrate significant
reductions in hospital re-admissions, whilst the therapy services we provide to St
Andrew’s and Andy’s Hospices have expanded
to include hydro, circuit group, Rehab Plus and
paediatric group sessions.
Social/community activities provided include
the Immingham Culture Club, Grouchy Old
Men’s Club, Hope 4 Your Lungs, arts and crafts
sessions, the Hope Street Singers and gardening
club, as well as Tai Chi, chair-based exercise and
fishing with our Piscatorial Codgers.
Although our programmes only last eight weeks,
the Hope Specialist Service encourages lifelong change and we aim to make our patients
the best they can possibly be for the longterm. Whether they want to play with their
grandchildren, remain fit to work, go on holiday
or just be able to attend a comedy performance
without coughing every time they laugh, our
staff and amazing volunteers will always strive to
help them achieve their individual goals.

Leading care in the heart of our community
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Care Plus Primary Care - Quayside and Open Door

The Future

Quayside Medical Centre, a GP Practice located close to our Headquarters building
in the East Marsh ward of Grimsby, became part of Care Plus Group in August 2016.
Alongside Open Door, this means Care Plus Group has two primary care providers as
part of the Group and brings many benefits to patients with cross site working of staff.

Together/Accountable Care Partnership (ACP)

This development is a very positive one for Care Plus Group as it now gives us a
foothold in the delivery of primary care in the area.

The ACP in North East Lincolnshire is called ‘Together’, which is a community benefit
society which was set up previously by Care Plus Group, Northern Lincolnshire and
Goole NHS Foundation Trust and Navigo and other ACP members are now joining this.

The Accountable Care Partnership, which we are part of, is about all key providers
locally working together more closely to deliver services in an integrated way.

The aim is to reduce barriers between different organisations and make working
together easier as all the budgets for the area come together in one place. The
individual organisations continue but there is a formal working together with others
as part of a contract.
This is an important development given the challenges facing health and care
providers nationally - continuing reductions in national funding but increasing
demands for services.

t ether
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CARE PLUS GROUP

Charitable Trust

Charitable Trust

PROVIDING CHOICES

As a social business Care Plus Group is committed to working with communities
across North East Lincolnshire providing health and social care services to improve
health and wellbeing.
In April 2015 we extended this commitment through the creation of the Care
Plus Group Charitable Trust. During the year there have been many successful
applications for funding and kind donations / fundraising events providing much
needed funds for the charity. We are very grateful to all those who organised and
participated in fundraising events throughout the year.

Who we’ve helped
Exciting New Equipment for the Adapted Cycling Group
The Adult Learning Disability Therapy Team have purchased a new adapted cycle in
the form of a hand bike. This is a bike that can be powered totally by arm movement
therefore giving a different experience for everyone, especially those that are unable
to or struggle to coordinate leg movements.
The new bike has proved extremely popular to all participants at our adapted cycling
session held at Grimsby Leisure Centre every week.

Volunteer Benefits from Specialist Equipment
A long term volunteer for the Adult Learning Disability Service (ALDS) can now work
more comfortably thanks to a specially adapted desk funded by the Charitable Trust.
Dawn Sharlotte has worked as a voluntary administrator for over two years, giving
two full days per week to the ALDS based at the Queen Street Centre in Grimsby.
The small admin team which Dawn works for supports a much larger team consisting
of Physiotherapists, Nurses, Health and Wellbeing Coordinators and Behaviour
Support Workers to name a few.
Dawn has quadriplegic cerebral palsy and is a wheelchair user which would sometimes
mean that working at a standard desk was a struggle. Dawn’s manager, Keren Lucas
applied for funding from the Care Plus Group Charitable Trust in order to purchase a
wheelchair accessible office desk so that Dawn could carry out her work with more ease.

Mindfulness Event for People Living with and Beyond Cancer
The Macmillan Living with and Beyond Cancer Team used funds provided by the
Charitable Trust to put on a mindfulness event for patients living with and beyond cancer.
They attended the session at the hospice, delivered by Liz Foster (Macmillan Palliative
Care Clinical Nurse Specialist and Haley Jones (Macmillan Complex Case Manager).
The event teaches patients the practice and application of mindfulness and gives
them an understanding of what mindfulness is to help with their own self-care.
The funds provided by the Charitable Trust enabled lunch to be provided for the
patients and provided materials needed during the session.

Can you help us?
As a fledgling charity we rely on people taking time and effort to raise funds and
donate to our cause so we can help improve the health and lives of even more people
in the local area.

For more information visit: www.careplusgroup.org/charity

Leading care in the heart of our community
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Investment in our Staff
As an organisation we recognise that a highly trained workforce is vital to our
success and for providing a high quality service. We place a high value on training
and development of our staff; some of the highlights this year are included below:
We have a target of 90% compliance on Statuary and Mandatory training. At 31st
March 2017 we exceeded this target and achieved 94% compliance (not including
bank staff) against the 13 statuary and mandatory training requirements.
Care Plus Group staff completed 4898 courses in 2016-17 and 2156 eLearning
packages. Our in-house Training and Development Team administered 558 courses
in 106 different subjects.
25 members of staff were supported to attend Specialist Skills Post Registration
Development (SSPRD) modules and programmes at Hull University.
3 full time and 6 part time members of staff were seconded to attend BSc
Community Nursing and one member of staff was seconded on BSc Adult Nursing.
We Supported 98 attendees at training funded by Support Staff Development
Fund (SSLDF), some of the subjects included – Food Hygiene, Communication and
Telephone Skills, Managing change and Driver Welfare Safety and Security.
As an outcome of the Workforce Strategy we developed a Managers’ Development
Programme for staff who are managing teams and services within Care Plus Group.
It covers a range of topics including increasing self-awareness and leading and
developing others. We have 41 managers who have enrolled onto the courses.
As a further outcome of the Workforce Strategy we produced The Aspire
Programme which is a course designed to nurture people who want to develop
and progress and also have the potential to be successful managers and leaders for
Care Plus Group. The training focuses on developing delegates’ skills that can be
applied immediately after the course within current non-managerial roles as well as
in any future management positions. We had a stringent application process which
produced 13 successful applicants.
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The Val Waterhouse Bursary
At the Annual Members’ Meeting in 2014, the Val Waterhouse Bursary was launched
in memory of Care Plus Group’s inaugural Chair. This year the bursary funded staff to
complete the following:
Rebecca Parkinson, Rapid Response - Best Interest Assessor Training
Jon Harper, Operations Manager - Contribution to MSc Advanced Practice
Debbie Cassidy, Rapid Response - Contribution to BSc
Sally Wood, Governance and Commercial Development - Open University course Problem solving and improvement: quality and other approaches

The application was successful and the bursary covered two tutor training places.
With the help of other funds and the bursary it was possible to train 5 new Signalong
tutors in total in March 2017 over 4 days. The Signalong tutor team now consists of
Gerlind Tredinnick, Alison Kargbo, Teresa Kennedy, Ellie Collins, Jackie Harries and
Claire Rainer.
We are now in a stable position once again to deliver Signalong training to those who
would benefit from it. We are optimistic that providing supporters, whether they
are family members or paid staff members, with this training to promote effective
communication with the person with communication needs, will improve quality of
life, avoid communication breakdown and potential associated challenging behaviour
and failure of residential placements.

Rob Coulbeck, IT - VMWare Certified Professional Qualification in Data Centre
Virtualisation

We offer a foundation course which helps people understand Signalong, its
principles and wider aspects of total communication. It teaches people how to use
sign-supported speech and relevant vocabulary.

Marie Tucker, Complex Case Team - Contribution to MSc Specialist Community
Practitioner

We also deliver bespoke training to staff teams around a particular client as needed
as well as refreshers.

Signalong

If you have any questions, require information about Signalong or would like to book
attendance on a course, please contact Gerlind Tredinnick on 01472 571 120 or
gerlind.tredinnick1@nhs.net or the Training & Development Department at the Val
Waterhouse Centre.

Last year the Val Waterhouse Bursary funded two trainers to deliver Signalong.
Signalong is a sign supported communication system similar to Makaton which we
have been using since 2008 in North East Lincolnshire. Signalong helps people with
Learning Disabilities to express themselves more effectively as well as helping with
understanding information.
In 2008 seven Signalong tutors were trained in North East Lincolnshire and regular
Signalong training to staff and families delivered, however through natural staff
turnover there was only one trained tutor left by 2016.
There was a pressing need for more Signalong tutors to be trained to continue
delivering this essential signing training in our area and to secure the future of
this part of the Speech & Language Therapy Service. Gerlind Tredinnick, Speech &
Language Therapist for Adults with a Learning Disability, who is a member of the
Adult Learning Disability Service at the Queen Street Centre, applied for the Val
Waterhouse Bursary for financial help to cover the cost of this training.

Leading care in the heart of our community
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Staff Features
Kirsty Newson

Quality and Assurance Manager and General Manager for Primary Care Services
“I started working for Care Plus Group on 4th November 2013
as the Quality and Assurance Manager. When I joined Care
Plus Group I was 28 years old with 14 months experience
of working as a Practice Manager within Primary Care and
prior to this I worked within Diana, Princess of Wales Hospital
undertaking a number of positions including Governance
and Professional Development Coordinator, SystmOne
Administrator, Business Officer and Secretary within the
Occupational Therapy department.
I worked within Diana, Princess of Wales hospital for 7 years. During my working
career I have gained the qualifications of City and Guilds AMSPAR administration and
legal aspects relating to the National Health Service and Social Services and the ILM
Successful Management and Team Leadership Programme.
So I began within Care Plus Group by managing the Quality and Performance Team.
I have seen over the last (nearly 4 years) the team grow within themselves and work
collectively as a team to meet the high demands of a quality focused organisation.
Whilst working within Care Plus Group I was involved with the Emergency
Preparedness agenda for the organisation and was able to attend a year course and
gain the qualification of HEP Emergency and Preparedness Diploma. This has given
me a wider knowledge and understanding of what is involved in a major incident and
the response needed.
In August 2016 Care Plus Group took over Quayside Medical Centre and I was given
the opportunity to work as the General Manager on temporary basis for a year.
I wondered if this was a challenge that I would be able to succeed in. Whilst working
in the surgery it became clear of the work that needed to be undertaken and I had
to take the surgery back to basics. At times I wondered if I could do this; however
through the highs and lows and with the full support of the Head of Service for
Primary Care I can finally see the big changes that we have achieved. With a full
clinical team working across both sites and the work with the reception teams in
policies, procedures and guidance we are finally getting there. It was and still faces
a lot of challenges and now having Open Door to manage also it is easier to transfer
skills, knowledge and work across sites.
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I have worked for Care Plus Group for nearly 4 years and I currently manage the
Quality and Performance team and the two Primary Care Services and enjoy every
minute of my day. I feel that the organisation has given me the opportunity to grow
and given me a challenge which I have and still continue to thoroughly enjoy. Care
Plus Group is a fantastic organisation to work for with a variety of challenges. Trust
me no day is ever the same and that is what I thoroughly enjoy about my job and
love coming to work.”

Ryan Jewitt

Nurse Team Leader
“My career with Care Plus Group started in 2013 as a
Community Nurse with the Birkwood team. Before this
I worked in the acute sector with 3 years’ experience and
didn’t see myself as having any direction or focus in my
nursing career despite being 27 years of age with a partner
and son on the way.
Very quickly within Care plus Group I was supported to take
on additional roles such as mentorship and on occasion
leadership in the community team. Eighteen months on from this, a Nurse Team
Leader opportunity presented itself and due to my experiences in the team, I was
advised to apply. Although I did not have the specialist degree in community nursing,
which was required for the Nurse Team Leader role the managers at all levels fully
supported and encouraged me to apply.
It was a great personal achievement when I was successful in becoming a Nurse
Team Leader and the last 2 years have passed very quickly. Since then I have been
funded to undertake the specialist community nursing degree and have secured a
place in September 2017 for a masters level practice teacher qualification.
During this time, I have also been elected to act as a staff representative in our
Council of Governors and act as deputy head in a subcommittee of governors
responsible for reviewing performance of part of the Non-Executive team.
The opportunities are endless in Care Plus Group; they value staff and recognise the
continued hard work of the workforce.”
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Council of Governors
The Council of Governors (CoG) is a legal part of the Care Plus Group governance
structure and is defined in the Care Plus Group “Rules”. It comprises eight staff
members (four management and four non-management members), four community
members (one is a volunteer member) and two North East Lincolnshire Councillors.
We meet every two months chaired by the Care Plus Group Chairman and with a
Board member present whom we have asked to give us some information.

• Requested updates on organisational changes and service updates from
accountable officers
• Delivered a presentation at the Staff Engagement Event and Care Plus Group
Induction days on ‘The role of the CoG’
• Appointment of the Financial Auditors
• Financial updates from the Director of Finance
• Advocates for presenting staff views/feedback

Key Roles
One of our key roles is to recruit the Chairman and three other Non-Executive
Directors. Care Plus Group is managed by a Board of Directors. The Non-Executive
Directors are employed part-time to bring specific skills to the group and to ensure
that the business is managed in a secure manner. The Executive Directors are
employed directly to manage the business.
To help with this we hold regular Supervision and Personal Development reviews
with the Chairman and he updates us with the Personal Development Reviews he
carries out on the other Non-Executive Directors.

The Role of the Governors
The Council of Governors is here to represent you (staff and local community). It is
an opportunity for your views to be carried through to the Board of Directors. Please
let us know what you think – things that could be done better and things that went
well (so we can do more of them).
Some examples of the kinds of things that have been suggested to Governors
include; a discussion around the retire and return policy, Governors being more
active in potential Care Plus Group projects and a Long Service Award.

Examples of other topics that we have discussed or been actively involved with in
the last year are:
• Accountable Care System & Partnership
• Appointment of the non-executive director
• Feedback on Staff Survey

Who are your Governors and how can you contact them?

• Deputy CoG representative attends the Board (with no voting rights)
• Non-Executive Director Service visits - feedback on services
• Contributed and approval of the Strategic Plan – ‘What’s important to us’

A list of Governors can be found on the Care Plus Group website.
You can contact them individually or by sending an email to Care Plus Group.COG@
nhs.net
Colin Childs
Vikki Dipple
Chairman of
the Council
of Governors

Leading care in the heart of our community

Vice Chairman
of the Council
of Governors
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Feedback

“
“

,,

They were extremely kind and polite.
They were wonderful.

The Care Plus Group do a good job,
it would be hard to improve it.

KIND

,,

Service User Feedback

Staff Feedback

98%
100%

96%

90%
75%

99%

100%

98%

of service users described their experience
of the services as either excellent or good.

of service users felt they were treated
with dignity and respect

of service users felt the care they received
was high quality care.
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CONSIDERATION

CARE

HHHHH

of service users would be either
Extremely Likely or Likely to recommend
Care Plus Group to Friends and Family if
they were in need of care

of service users rated the emotional
support they received as excellent or good.

of staff employed by Care Plus Group would
recommend it as a place to receive care
and treatment. This has stayed above 90%
throughout the year.

of staff would recommend Care Plus Group
as a place to work (this compares to 59%
nationally) Results from NHS Staff Survey.

of staff feel that Care Plus Group treats
Service Users with dignity and respect.
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85%

of staff feel that their opinions and views
are considered.

88%

of staff feel their job is valued and
important.

Financial Overview
Care Plus Group Ltd
Audited Financial Accounts Year Ended 31st March 2017

TURNOVER
INCOME FOR 2016/17

SURPLUS BEFORE TAXATION 2016/17

£22,536,523

£201,560

ACCUMULATED FUND

£724,073

EXPENDITURE
OTHER DIRECT
COSTS
(DRUGS,
DRESSING,
NURSING BEDS
etc.)

OFFICE &
OTHER COSTS

STAFF COSTS

14%

78%

ESTATE COSTS

3%

Leading care in the heart of our community

5%
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VISION

VALUES

PURPOSE

To be leading
care at the heart of
our community

Putting people first

We exist to support
people to achieve their best
quality of life

Taking Responsibility
Working Together
Delivering Quality
Services
Investing in Local
Communities

CARE PLUS GROUP

Charitable Trust

PROVIDING CHOICES

Providing additional support and resources to
improve the lives of people and communities
living in North East Lincolnshire.
www.careplusgroup.org/charity

Care Plus Group
The Val Waterhouse Centre
41 - 43 Kent Street
Grimsby
North East Lincolnshire
DN32 7DH
www.careplusgroup.org
01472 266 999		
facebook.com/careplusgroup
twitter.com/careplusgroup

